
Faculty Discussion on COVID-19 Research

April 3, 2020
3:30pm-4:30pm
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Welcome! The session will start at 3:30 pm

To type in your questions use the Q&A feature

of zoom (see below).

Please do not use the Raise Hand prompt

Please mute your screen



Agenda
• Update on institutional support
• Panel discussion

• BSL3 Lab (C. Gilliam and B. Dickinson)
• Computational resources (R. Stevens)
• Structural biology/genomics (A. Joachimiak)
• Communication Channels (M. Rosner)

• Q and A
• Next Steps 
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Funding Landscape: NIH
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• Phase 3 of COVID-19 legislation passed
• $945 million
• vaccine, therapeutic, and diagnostic research
• underlying risks to cardiovascular and pulmonary conditions.
• Over $700 million of this funding will be directed towards NIAID

• NIH is “likely” going to put the money into the existing mechanisms
for COVID-19 related research 



Funding Landscape: NSF
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• Phase 3 also provided $76 million for NSF
• supplement an ongoing programs that allows researchers to jump into the field
using pilot studies focused on natural disasters
• RAPID program – up to $200k for one-year duration for “non-medical, non-
clinical-care research”
• NSF is also welcoming COVID-19 proposals through existing funding
mechanisms



COVID-19 Funding 
Opportunity Webpages 
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BSD COVID-19 Funding Webpage

Provost Office COVID-19 
Funding Webpage:

researchcontinuity.uchicago.edu/
research-funding

https://voices.uchicago.edu/bsdfacultyaffairs/covid-19-related-funding/
https://researchcontinuity.uchicago.edu/research-funding/
https://researchcontinuity.uchicago.edu/research-funding/




Panel Discussion
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• BSL3 Lab - Conrad Gilliam and Bryan Dickinson

• Computational resources - Rick Stevens

• Structural biology/genomics - Andrzej Joachimiak

• Communication Channels - Marsha Rosner



Communication Channels
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• Zoom meta-lab meetings

• Slack channels:
https://join.slack.com/t/uchicagocovid-opa3573/shared_invite/zt-d5cqhuci-jeOnbJcZUcSPa2_dNBoOnw

https://join.slack.com/t/uchicagocovid-opa3573/shared_invite/zt-d5cqhuci-jeOnbJcZUcSPa2_dNBoOnw


Potential Focus Groups
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• Clinical trails

• Virus detection and serological analysis

• Models and forecasting

• New treatments to target virus-antibodies-vaccine, other Ab-based

• New treatments to target virus-peptides and small molecules

• New treatments to target host and alleviate disease – host lung and host immunity, targeting 
leaky
blood vessels to enhance drug delivery or using nanoparticles

• Understanding biology-harvesting virus-infected tissue to create cell lines and isolate viral 
material, 
develop organoid or genetic (e.g. fly) models

• Other



Website for Research Resources and Updates
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• researchcontinuity.uchicago.edu
• To submit research interests, resources that you need and could share with 

colleagues, go to COVID-19 Research Forum 
• CNET ID-protected
• Coming soon: Fermilab and Argonne access



Argonne National Laboratory
Computational Research Directions: 

• Compound screening
• Vaccine development
• Response prediction, patient risk outcome
• Computational epidemiology
• Virus evolution

For further information about resources and access contact:
Paulina Rychenkova (prychenkova@anl.gov)

David Martin (dem@alcf.anl.gov)
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Other resources
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• COVID testing developed: https://www.finddx.org/covid-19/pipeline/
• Curated preprints: 

• https://connect.biorxiv.org/relate/content/181
• http://biomed-sanity.com/
• http://scholar.google.com – curated links to journals posting COVID publications on the bottom

https://www.finddx.org/covid-19/pipeline/
https://connect.biorxiv.org/relate/content/181
http://biomed-sanity.com/
http://scholar.google.com/


Important Contact Information
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• For general COVID-related research inquiries (collaborators, etc.), email to covid-research@uchicago.edu

• For internal seed funding and federal proposal matching and preparation, email Elena Zinchenko 
elenaz@uchicago.edu or covid-research@uchicago.edu

• For updates: researchcontinuity.uchicago.edu
• For Research Intake Form, go to COVID-19 Research Forum and 

https://covidresearchintake.uchicago.edu/

• For general info: coronavirusinfo@uchicago.edu

• Technical COVID Response Team

http://uchicago.edu
http://uchicago.edu
http://uchicago.edu
https://covidresearchintake.uchicago.edu/
http://uchicago.edu

